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Transcend                the Hedge is a collection of classics for the court, course and all day long.
We work hard to create elegant, flattering, timeless pieces you can wear for your favorite sports. 

Our hope is that you feel beautiful and confident and in turn, play your best.

$110
Cassandra Polo

This feminine polo with peter pan collar is soft and stretchy. has a delicate 
3 button closure at the back neck. Cotton Pique, Cap sleeve, elongated length, H button. 

Trend



7ways 
Play and Apresto 

in the Stanton Shirt 

hedgenewyork.com

Tatum Skirt $135

Willa 
Tutu 
$210  

Meade Mini $135

Emory Capri $120

Darrow 
Skirt 18” 

$150

Darby 
Skort 
$110There is nothing better than cotton. 

It’s breathable and flexible. It doesn’t hold 
scent or stain. Our pique is soft and durable. 

Just like the old days.

Langley Skirt $138

Stanton Racerback
$110



Flirty  

We always have questions about skirt lengths which is why 
we created this chart to help you find the one just for you. 

Darrow 
18”

Tatum 
19”

Gibson
28”

Willa Tutu
17”

Darby 
16.5”

Darrow 
16”

Langley 
16”

Meade
14.5”

SKIRTShedge

Darby Skort

Angled
score card

pocket

Golf tee 
holster

Ribbon 
trim

Shorts 
in back

Darts
Darts

17”

2 side 
pockets

Some ladies like them short and others can’t find them long enough! Whether 
it be flared or straight, mini or maxi we have the spectrum to choose from.

The Long &    Short of It.

Skirt Anatomy

Prima
14.5”



GolfTennis  
Two deep 

mesh pockets
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$245 $235 

& Tennisor golf

Accentuates the 
shoulders and 
enhances the 

hourglass figure

Shorter length

Soft, stretch fabric 
drapes beautifully 
and moves with 

your body.

Arm holes 
designed 

for swings

Golf tee 
holster

No 
collar

Longer length

The 
Dune Dress

There are 2 styles.
They are different

yet similar.
What’s your type?

What’s your color?Taft Dress
$185

 Our Taft dress is miraculously 
slimming on any figure. A simple, 

elegant silhouette with a demure length, 
hitting just above the knee. This piece 
could be worn on the court, or with 
our collared Stanton sleeveless polo 

underneath on the golf course. Pair it 
with a blazer for work or a chic pair 

of heels for an evening out. 



Grayson Dress
$228

Yes, we are playing tennis in a cocktail dress. 
The Grayson dress truly functions for sport. 
The feel is simultaneously strong and secure 
yet featherweight and flowing. The luxury 
sport crepe fabric is flexible and breathable 

with adjustable straps to fit; the skirt flares out 
to let your stems move freely with your lunges. 
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• Built-in Sports Bra with silicone 
  taping along edges for security

• Adjustable Straps

• Machine-washable

• Structured and gutsy no-cling 
  fabric and drapes beautifully.

Kendall  Dress

Inspired by the dresses that Dutchess Kate 
dons so often. The Kendall is appropriate and 

elegant in any situation; including the golf 
course or tennis court. Throw on a necklace, 

switch your shoes & head to the cocktail party.

$195

• 2 Pockets full size
• Tea Length
• Darting for shape
• Signature H Button at back neck



Douglas Dress

A dress inspired by 1970’s tennis culture. 
Simple and strong in our supple strech 

performance poly fabric with cream and green
silky supportive straps and a built-in sports bra.

$210
Quimby Dress

$200

This classic A-line dress moves with you 
whatever you do. We built in more stretch 

making it playable and pliable. Our signature 
fabric combines linen with elastane and the 
crisp, clean structure means it won’t blow 
around on a windy day; it is truly fashion 
meets function. A tissue thin stretch lining 

provides soft opacity and the demure length 
is not revealing when bending over to pick 

up your ball. Two invisible side pockets 
large enough for tennis balls, golf balls and 
accessories. Perfect for apres cocktails on 
the porch with pearls, rockstar diamonds, 

or chunky turquoise.
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Meet Lilah, a student in Sag Harbor, NY. She comes from a 
long line of artists and enjoys painting and photography. In her spare 

time she works at the Foster family farm stand in Sagaponack.



$120
Edith Halter

A modern take on the classic pique polo. It reveals the shoulders while the collar conforms to the conservative 
nature of country club attire. The ultimate built-in sports bra lifts, separates and supports during high impact. 

Soft hand, 100% Cotton Pique, mercerized and 1/4 in. longer in back with side vents for free movement.

Chic, matte 3/4 length athletic pant in our super soft knit 
ponte. Ribbon tux stripe and ball pocket details. Flat knit 
tummy panel for comfort and streamlined style. The Emory 
can be worn as a pant or a legging due it’s upscale nature and 
lack of shine and is acceptable on the most conservative of 
courses.

$120Emory  Capri
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Our 100% cotton baseball 
hat, absorbent terrycloth visor 

and two truckers with mesh 
backs are all geared towards 
breathability and comfort on 

the course or court: $35 each.

Pierson Gym Tee $65  

Collegiate Tee $75 

VARSITYSTYLE
We loved wearing our boyfriend’s varsity letter jacket 
in high school and we still wear our gym-issued tees!  

Ultra soft fabrics for a worn-in feeling. Flocked 
letters, collegiate patches and flags bring us back.

Vale

CAPS  FOR SALE
hedgenewyork.com

Varsity Jacket $250  



toOURT COCKTAILSC
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Brooks bodysuit, Willa tutu Dune dress with collar Varsity Jacket
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Kirk Polo



Layer in Stretch French Terry

Vale
Varsity Jacket $250

&

Zellie
Cashmere Vest 

$285

COOL DOWN

Shea
$140

SweatshirtDonna
Sweatshirt Blazer $275

Wheadon
Cashmere Hoodie $395

WARM UP
Stay Cozy in Cashmere

Ellis
Cashmere Cardigan $350



Rory Stretch Dress Shirt
Stretch Jersey $130

Radcliffe  Henley
SPF Cotton Jersey  $105

With a balance of structure and softness, 
our Rory shirt is made with stretch jersey 
& elastane for flexibility and breathability 
for performance. 

Precisely placed bust darts and seams for a 
slimming, waist-defining feminine fit. This 
relaxed silhouette can be easily tucked in 
but it looks just as sharp worn loose to 
show off the classic shirttail hem. Great 
for Power casual work days and clean cut 
proper warm golf days.

This highly requested long-sleeve SPF 
shirt is made with heavenly soft stretch 
cotton jersey. Designed after the classic 
henley style so it doesn’t look like long 
underwear. 

This piece is performance ready but 
not shiny like your other tech-driven 
SPF shirts. The long placket with petite 
buttons which you can unbutton when 
you need an extra breeze. This piece 
has built in sweatband cuffs, our favor-
ite design and function feature.



Mini Quimby

Mini  Willa

Quimby Dress

Willa Tutu

&&

&
Mini Tank

Cady Tank&

ommy &      eM

Mini Dune
Dune Dress

M
Langley

Skirt
Mini

Langley
Skirt
with

&

Sable 
Polo
with

Charlie 
Polo



Mini Quimby
Stretch Linen, lined  $78

Baker Dress
SPF Cotton  $65

fromHEDGEkids

The Baker dress is an easy tennis dress for the days when you 
want to keep it simple. Flirty flounce cap sleeve protects the 
shoulders in the hot sun. 95% cotton with a touch of Elastane 
for ease of movement. Demure length even while swinging.

This mini version of our popular A-Line Quimby dress is perfect 
for mommy & me! We busy gals go from tennis lessons to pool 
parties. Made with impossible to find stretch linen, is crisp with a 
soft finish and a light lining for softness and opacity. 



Baby Onesie
$25

Our precious little ones have been
lovingly coined “New Members” now have an 

organic, super soft way to represent Hedge.
Pro Tip: use the turkish towel as a burp cloth.
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Mini Langley Skirt
Sport Crepe  $72

This classic children’s tennis skirt is 
crafted in our lightweight luxury sport 
crepe. Pairs well with the Tilly Tank for 

tennis or Charlie polo for golf.

• Machine washable
• Ball shorts attached

• Lined



Mini Lottie Short
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Mini Willa
Cotton Batiste  $75

Tilly         Tank

French Terry  $58

We made our Willa Tutu with soft cotton batiste so it’s not 
scratchy and it twirls like a dream! Stretch waistband fits the 
ever-growing girls. You’re only problem will be that she’ll never 
want to take it off! Machine washable.

Inspired by the classic terry short from the early 1980’s our french 
terry is a refined super soft, flexible lightweight. We added a stretch 
grosgrain ribbon down the side for a touch of class. Our kids didn’t 
take these off all summer and it’s always the first item they put in 
their suitcase when we travel. Unisex and machine washable.



Mini Dune
$85

Charlie Unisex Polo
$50



EVAN POLO
$98

The Evan is woven in stretch soft 
cotton with a straight silhouette.
Signature 6-hole green H button.

Tone on tone logo on sleeve. 
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MENSCOURT
KIRK POLO

$89 

OR COURSE
We love the men in our lives. 

We decided it was time to make 
something for them. We received tons 

of input, lots of fit feedback and 
finally created two perfect polos. 

The Kirk is 100% cotton pique.
More trim fit, H logo on back. 



That’s 
 a wrap!


